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ICA launches communications campaign in support of flexible skills development courses
-- New CAAP Select option offers six core skills development courses in communication planning
to personalize skill development -Toronto, ON. The Institute of Communication Agencies (ICA) www.icacanada.ca, has launched
a marketing campaign to give young communication practitioners greater choice in managing
their own development, by providing an easier and more flexible way to build essential communications planning skills via the acclaimed CAAP program (Communications & Advertising Accredited Professional Program). The recently launched CAAP Select offering is supported by a
new microsite (www.CAAPselect.ca), optimized for mobile usage, that boasts a fresh, contemporary and simple design housing six testimonial videos featuring course leaders and participants,
one for each course. The site features a streamlined synopsis for each of the courses with dates,
pricing, links to apply and a description of the value of the CAAP Select program option.

Rising to the challenge: socially
In addition to the site, the campaign includes a social activation campaign which will highlight
the availability and awareness of the CAAP Select program. Twenty of the top ICA member
agencies will be invited to receive a branded CAAP Select ladder and posters for employee activation showing examples of how to utilize the ladder to take a selfie, visually demonstrating their
ambitions to climb the ladder to success and get there quicker. The photos can be posted on a
dedicated CAAP program Instagram account which will monitor the hashtag campaign and engage contest entrants and their agencies. Several randomly selected entrants will be awarded free
tuition to one CAAP Select course, and the agency with the most engagement will be awarded
one full CAAP Accreditation tuition. Campaign elements were created pro bono by Red Lion of
Toronto (www.redlioncanada.com)

“The CAAP program is an essential part of our staff development at Red Lion. Providing a more
flexible and personalized way for individuals to take advantage of the advanced skills of CAAP
is a great fit for the way people want to learn,” explained John Schofield, managing director,
strategy, Red Lion, and talent development committee member, ICA. “We’re excited about our
design solution for CAAP Select, and with the social activation tactics we’ve planned, we expect
to reach young advertising professionals in channels and with messages that are relevant to their
lives.”

The CAAP Select campaign promotes the recently introduced extension of the acclaimed CAAP
professional skills development program for marketing communication practitioners. CAAP Select offers greater flexibility providing the option to choose from a set of six individual courses
to develop skills in solution design and solution delivery. The campaign advances the idea that
choice and personalization are ideal ways to engage millennial workers in seeking out deeper
skill development.
“The ICA talent development committee identified a growing trend for young people in our industry to look for more immediate ways to distinguish their abilities and fast track their performance and progress,” said Suzanne Filiatrault, director, talent development, ICA. “CAAP Select
is a new flexible option for those who want to accelerate their skills and career.”
“We are very pleased with the marketing campaign developed for CAAP Select,” added Andrew
Bergstrom, president, chief strategic officer, Aperture 1, and chair, ICA talent development
committee. “The feel is very dynamic, contemporary and relevant. We anticipate a strong, positive response to the CAAP Select option.”

Advanced Learning. Flexible Choices.
CAAP provides an advanced learning experience for marketing communications practitioners
looking to excel in the business of commercial creativity, branding and communications. With
the addition of CAAP Select extending the ways to access advanced learning there are now two
highly complementary skill building options available: CAAP Select, the option to achieve a

specific skill certification using CAAP featured courses (each course completed within seven
weeks and providing a skill certification that applies towards full accreditation over time) and,
CAAP Accreditation, the option to achieve the full CAAP designation over a 14 month period
by combining all six CAAP featured courses and a final solution pitch challenge.
The disciplined approach of the CAAP program, whether with the Select or Accreditation option,
equips participants with the confidence and credentials to stand out as effective and creative
business problem solvers. Both CAAP Select and Accreditation programs offer access to the
CAAP Mentorship Service which equips participants and their direct supervisors with the means
to create tangible opportunities to apply CAAP learning back on the job. CAAP Select courses
are available in Toronto and the full CAAP Accreditation is available in Toronto and western
Canada. Fees on CAAP Select courses range from $900 for ICA members to $1,200 for nonmembers per course and provide specific skill certifications that can be counted towards full
CAAP Accreditation over time.

About RedLion
Red Lion Canada is a group of creative capitalists focused on increasing brand value
who believe in creating brand behaviours for a desired outcome (www.redlioncanada.com).

About the ICA
The Institute of Communication Agencies (ICA, http://www.icacanada.ca) is the professional
business association which represents Canada’s communication and advertising agencies. The
ICA’s mission is to champion commercial creativity, amplify the industry’s economic impact,
and to embrace and drive change. As such, the ICA promotes thought leadership, higher standards and best practices. It serves as the largest source of information, advice, education and
training for Canada’s communication and advertising industry. ICA’s member agencies and
subsidiaries account for over 75 per cent of all national advertising in Canada, with an economic
impact worth more than $29 billion annually. More information about the ICA and its initiatives
can be found at www.icacanada.ca or on Twitter @icacanada.
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To book an interview with an ICA spokesperson, please contact Susan Willemsen or Alexandra
Muszynski-Kwan at The Siren Group Inc. Tel: (416) 461-5270. Fax: (416) 778-9047. E-mail:
alexandra@thesirengroup.com www.thesirengroup.com or on Twitter @thesirengroup.

